
Parents Supporting Thoughtful Technology: 1st Public Meeting/Brainstorm 
(formerly called ACSD Parents’ Media Wellness Alliance)


2/12/18 6:30-8pm Fenn Chapel at CVUUS

> 20 people present! <


INTRO: 
• This preliminary meeting is all about information gathering: what do families struggle with, 

what is needed, and what supports/actions might help? 

• We’re not out to demonize technology, but rather want to focus on optimizing the how-what-

when-where aspects for the mental and physical well-being of kids and families. 

• This group intends to stay encouraging and free of judgment. We acknowledge that every 

family is unique and will have varying needs/strengths/characteristics. 

• Early conversations focused on smartphones/social media, but subsequent conversations 

reveal the need to think more broadly (the whole screen “diet” kids are consuming, for better 
and worse)


• We exist to help families and schools be more informed/intentional about tech use. 

CONCERNS:  
What concerns you most about technology and your family, at home and/or at school? 

Concern about limits at school, plus differences between limits at home vs in wider community; 
how can we have kids govern themselves in places where the rules are different?


There’s a constant sense of urgency and missing out on something. 


Interference with sleep; affecting health, concentration, behavior, ability to engage and 
connect.


Screen-time overtaking/compromising free play, reflection, reciprocal connection


communicating in problematic ways - adults not knowing - bullying.  Violence - pornography  


Taking over our time  - clueless of social media - not sure how to monitor or even use


Shocked at how many have them and at early ages - pressure to fit in


Sleep - how quick/easy it is to do/see things inappropriate.  hard to set limits - where are the 
boundaries?


How much time is really ok? Want to know specifics about what kids should take in


What forms of tech are kids engaging in at school and for how long?


Passive consumption hurts opportunities for deep human connection


accidentally bumping into inappropriate things - safety (driving) or even just crossing the street


depression - changes with heavy use.  Boundaries.  new ideas - what limits are appropriate.  
worried about over-reacting 




as adults - prioritizing phone over kids


social media - how to navigate.  Self-regulation.  How to build those skills in kids. how to be 
present with family - time with technology shows in behavior and attitude (depression again)


how to supervise - how to keep up with changing limits - how much to educate and be real in a 
time appropriate way


loss of human connection - communication skills / empathy / have a dialogue 


isolation - social and physical - addictive quality


addictive nature - lose time/place/everything.  Disconnect from others.  as a teacher not too 
worried - they like personal connection - they have boundaries.  Grateful for boundaries even if 
they won’t admit ti


struggle with balance - what should limits be - rules and negotiating is constantly changing.  
modeling good behavior-  guilt about too many limits for high schooler.  where are the lines.  


passive consumption replacing human connection - sleep - anxiety - 


interfering with parent/child bonding  - self esteem - emotional well-being.  virtual environment 
replacing real world experiences.  loss of empathy


lack of balance of screen time with other activities (reading, sports, outdoors)


Challenges of social media and the teenage years


Addictive nature causes us to loose touch with time and space—disconnects us


Social/physical isolation


Accessing inappropriate/dangerous content


Physical safety (driving, crossing the street)


Kids getting earlier and earlier access, getting into situations they’re not prepared to handle


Social competition to be popular (phones being both a symbol of status and a way for the “in” 
crowd to maintain its “in” status)


Kids seeing violence/pornography without parental knowledge (even if we limit our own kids’ 
access, they often have access at friends’ homes)


Screentime/smartphones/laptops/gaming systems: all interfering with parent/child bonding (not 
just the time spent engaging in these and ignoring each other, but the fighting/struggles/
tension that happens around it all)


Sleep, self-esteem, safety


2D/virtual world taking the place of real world/authentic experiences.


Threats to emotional well-being and addictive nature (esp. of social media)




Screentime can lead to depression


It feels overwhelming to parents, trying to set limits for screen time and use


How to help our own children make good decision about what they look at/find on the internet


Social media/texting being used as a primary means of communication; teenagers need to 
know how to use it wisely (parents often out of this loop)


School rules at MUMS and MUHS and how consistently they are aren’t followed


Challenges clueing in as a family to what are good times to use tech and when not to. 
Remembering that being idle for awhile is ok and even good.


HOPES/NEEDS 
What do you hope this group could do for families and for our school system? 

a sense of support from this group - ideas on how to navigate our own usage 


support - coming together on a regular basis


clear parameters we can share - incontrovertible evidence - some easy concrete steps that we 
can all access


strategies  - self-control / regulation - hoping to have conversations like this with students/kids.  
They need to be talking about the dangers of addiction


management of tech - district mandate? - everyone is on same page


resource sharing - some way to reach out to people who aren’t yet onboard - find ways to 
engage in fun non-screen-based activity as families/schools/community - parents should get to 
contribute to policy at district level.  Rational mind - emotional well-being


hearing perspectives - listening to what others do - ideas to try


support from others - resources from Facebook group - hearing from parents of older kids


support kids growing up in a meaningful community


list of family guidelines and what makes for a good life - ideas for their time together - things 
like dinner together, etc. - a cheat sheet on how to set limits.  Specifically technology/tools to 
use to help with limits


parental controls - path into more thoughtful conversations - how can they be a part of this 
conversation


support on acceptance within ourselves that technology is going to be a part of their/our lives


some community pushback on phones for kids - help in development of a right of passage -  
when does someone get a phone - clear guidelines




something similar to drivers ed for tech - education piece that kids need to complete before 
getting a phone 


ways of keeping up with the changes (kids change developmentally, the technology changes) - 
how do we keep up?


supportive relationships (kids/parents; kids/school; school/parents etc.) - balance between 
school and home (thinking about the full 24 hours and what the digital diet is in combination 
between home and school hours?)


ACTIONS/SUPPORTS MOVING FORWARD 
• Collected/organized resources (a repository of useful articles/links etc.)

• Expertise from professionals; access to concrete knowledge and recommendations (panel 

presentations/discussions?)

• Tips/Tricks: a way for parents to learn useful tech controls

• Regularly scheduled meetings - an organized agenda each time - perhaps some kind of 

consistent structure (possibly pairing an education piece plus a community piece/sharing). 

• Wait Until 8th (or Wait Until High School) - supporting families to make the choice to wait 

for internet-connected phones until later. 

• Continued partnership/inquiry/connection with ACSD schools and administrators, possibly 

leading toward more consistent rules/norms


